Technology Tools & Other Resources

VCU Technology Services Resources
- The askIT Knowledge Base is an online collection of resources for a wide variety of VCU applications and services ranging from Adobe software to Zoom desktop conferencing.

VCU Learning Systems
- The Learning Systems Academy from VCU Technology Services offers a library of short videos (4-5 minutes) for VCU faculty to learn more about using technology-based tools, such as Blackboard, VoiceThread, Kaltura, Blackboard Grade Center, and Collaborate Ultra.
- The VCU Learning Systems Blog provides perspectives on current topics in learning systems, such as gamification, creating communities, using rubrics, and the purpose of Learning Management Systems (LMS), such as Blackboard.

VoiceThread YouTube Videos:
- How To: Using VoiceThread LTIOne with your LMS
- How To: Using VoiceThread LTIOne with Blackboard

For Postdoctoral Students:
- Talks by Postdocs is a “how-to” series of instructional brown-bag lunch talks for the general VCU health sciences community taught by postdocs.

Media Skills and Project Resources:
- Remix: This resource from the University of Notre Dame can help you grow your understanding of new media, build projects to develop your media literacy, and learn skills for teaching media.
- Remix Project Gallery: See examples of audio, video, and other media projects.

Google Products (Docs, Sheets, Slides, etc.):
- Google Slides | Adding Live/Real-Time Captions: When you present in Google Slides, you can enable real-time, automatic captions that will display the speaker’s words at the bottom of the screen. This feature is available only in English (US) and you must use the Chrome browser on a PC or Mac computer.